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1. Before you start 

Before you start, you need download and install the following tools first. And you’d better 
learning some basic knowledge about it, like how to use these tools setup a new project, 
how to configuration and so on. 

1.1 S32 Design Studio IDE introduction 

The S32 Design Studio IDE is a complimentary Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 
for automotive and ultra-reliable Power Architecture® (e200 core) and Arm® based 
microcontrollers. Based on open-source software including Eclipse IDE, GNU Compiler 
Collection (GCC), and GNU Debugger (GDB), the S32 Design Studio IDE is a 
straightforward development tool with no code-size limitations that enables editing, 
compiling, and debugging of designs.  
NXP software, along with the S32 Design Studio, provides a comprehensive enablement 
environment that reduces development time.  
According to different chip architecture (PPC/ARM), S32DS IDE have different version. In 
this project, we use S32 DS IDE for ARM.  
 

We are strongly suggest you download the newest version from official site to use.(Till 
now, the newest version is V2.2) 
 

1.2 FreeMASTER introduction 

FreeMASTER is a user-friendly real-time debug monitor and data visualization tool that 
you can use for application development and information management. Supports non-
intrusive monitoring of variables on a running system. You can display multiple variables 
changing over time on an oscilloscope-like display or view the data in text form. As well, 
FreeMASTER supports additional capabilities and targets with an on-target driver for 
transmitting data from the target to the host computer. Ideal for automotive, industrial or 
consumer applications. 
Features: 

◼ Real Time Monitor 
◼ Control Panel 
◼ Demonstration Platform 
◼ Easy Project Deployment 

In order to debug the motor conveniently, we customized a motor debugging GUI tool 
based on FreeMASTER, named MCAT(Motor Control Application Tuning Tool). 
You can get it from the link. 
 

https://www.nxp.com/design/software/development-software/s32-design-studio-ide/s32-design-studio-for-arm:S32DS-ARM?tab=Design_Tools_Tab
https://www.nxp.com/design/software/development-software/freemaster-run-time-debugging-tool:FREEMASTER?&tid=vanFREEMASTER
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1.3 IAR embedded workbench for ARM introduction 

IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM is a friendly 3-rd party IDE tools for ARM core 
development. The software supported IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM . It can be 
downloaded from the following link IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM. 
 

2. System Features 

The software package of S32K142-ECC RDB is available to enable user to evaluate the 
S32K142 based high voltage e-compressor motor control performance with out-of-box and 
build their own e-compressor motor control product prototype as a general high voltage 
motor control hardware platform. 
 
The software package has the following features: 
 

◼ Support up to 450V, 3.7KW e-compressor 3-phase PMSM sensorless control 
◼ Support e-compressor control by FreeMASTER CAN/UART; 
◼ Support e-compressor speed control and state feedback by CAN DBC file; 
◼ Implemented advanced motor control algorithm, including low speed torque 

compensation, MTPA, 2-stage current alignment and enhanced ATO to make 
sure the motor robust start up and high efficiency; 

◼ Support rich motor control diagnostic and protection: OV, UV, OC, OT, stall and 
phase loss and so on; 

◼ Support dual-shunt phase current sample, hardware support triple shunt and 
single shunt but software only support dual shunt now; 

◼ Provide S32DS IDE and IAR for ARM IDE projects, support U-Multilink and J-LINK 
debugger; 

3. Software architecture overview  

The motor control software package is developed based on NXP S32K1xx SDK RTM3.0.0 
and AMMCLIB 1.1.20. SDK. The low-level drivers are based on SDK RTM3.0.0, which 
configured the application related peripherals, including CLK, ADC, FTM, PTB, TRGMUX 
and CAN etc. The middleware is built on the low-level drivers, including AMMCLIB, 
FreeMASTER and communication stacks. NXP will not supply CAN stack which need 
supported by the 3-rd party. In the application SW, there are motor control tasks and user 
application tasks. Customer don’t need pay attention to the LLD & Middleware which they 
should focus on the application tasks.  

https://www.iar.com/products/architectures/arm/iar-embedded-workbench-for-arm/
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Figure 1. The RDB software architecture 

3.1 S32K1xx SDK introduction 

The S32 Software Development Kit (S32 SDK) is an extensive suite of peripheral 
abstraction layers, peripheral drivers, RTOS, stacks and middleware designed to simplify 
and accelerate application development on NXP S32K microcontrollers. 
 
All software included in this release have RTM quality level in terms of features, testing 
and quality documentation, according to NXP software release criteria. RTM releases 
contain all planned features implemented and tested. RTM releases are candidates that 
can be used in production. 
 
This SDK can be used standalone or it can be used with S32 Design Studio IDE (see 
Supported hardware and compatible software). 
 
The S32 SDK is an extensive suite of robust hardware interface and hardware abstraction 
layers, peripheral drivers, RTOS, stacks, and middleware designed to simplify and 
accelerate application development on NXP S32 SOCs. The addition of Processor Expert 
technology for software and board configuration provides unmatched ease of use and 
flexibility. Included in the S32 SDK is full source code under a permissive open-source 
license for all hardware abstraction and peripheral driver software. See the Release Notes 
for details. The S32 SDK consists of the following runtime software components written in 
C: 
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Figure 2. S32 SDK Architecture 

3.1.1 S32K1xx SDK development guidelines 

Some usual guidelines on SDK programming model: 

1. Driver state structures should be declared as global or static variables as they are used 
in the whole time when the driver is used. 

2. Driver state structures content should not be used or modified by the application code. 
3. Peripheral drivers, PALs and Middleware code are not handling clock and pins 

initialization. Configuration of the clock and pins driver has to be done by the application. 
To make sure these are properly initialized before other modules are used, please call 
the corresponding initialization: 

/* Initialize and configure clocks */ 

CLOCK_SYS_Init(g_clockManConfigsArr, CLOCK_MANAGER_CONFIG_CNT, 

g_clockManCallbacksArr, CLOCK_MANAGER_CALLBACK_CNT); 

CLOCK_SYS_UpdateConfiguration(0U, CLOCK_MANAGER_POLICY_AGREEMENT); 

/* Initialize pins */ 

PINS_DRV_Init(NUM_OF_CONFIGURED_PINS, g_pin_mux_InitConfigArr); 

  

Note 
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The configuration structure names used in this example are the default names 

generated by Processor Expert components for clock and pins. Applications not 

using Processor Expert might have different names for these structures. 

4. The recommended approach at development time is to add DEV_ERROR_DETECT 
symbol to the compiler defines. This will enable DEV_ASSERT mechanism which can 
catch application code errors in the early development stage. 

5. High care should be taken to have a backup option when debug pins are routed to other 

functionalities. 

3.1.2 S32K1xx SDK error detection and reporting 

S32 SDK drivers can use a mechanism to validate data coming from upper software layers 

(application code) by performing a number of checks on input parameters' range or other 

invariants that can be statically checked (not dependent on runtime conditions). A failed 

validation is indicative of a software bug in application code, therefore it is important to use 

this mechanism during development. 
 

The validation is performed by using DEV_ASSERT macro. A default implementation of this 

macro is provided in this file. However, application developers can provide their own 

implementation in a custom file. This requires defining the CUSTOM_DEVASSERT symbol 

with the specific file name in the project configuration (for example: -

DCUSTOM_DEVASSERT="custom_devassert.h") 

 

The default implementation accommodates two behaviors, based on 

DEV_ERROR_DETECT symbol: 
• When DEV_ERROR_DETECT symbol is defined in the project configuration (for 

example: -DDEV_ERROR_DETECT), the validation performed by the DEV_ASSERT 
macro is enabled, and a failed validation triggers a software breakpoint and further 
execution is prevented (application spins in an infinite loop) This configuration is 
recommended for development environments, as it prevents further execution and 
allows investigating potential problems from the point of error detection. 

• When DEV_ERROR_DETECT symbol is not defined, the DEV_ASSERT macro is 
implemented as no-op, therefore disabling all validations. This configuration can be 
used to eliminate the overhead of development-time checks. 

 

It is the application developer's responsibility to decide the error detection strategy for 

production code: one can opt to disable development-time checking altogether (by not defining 

DEV_ERROR_DETECT symbol), or one can opt to keep the checks in place and implement 
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a recovery mechanism in case of a failed validation, by defining CUSTOM_DEVASSERT to 

point to the file containing the custom implementation. 

3.2 NXP AMMCLIB introduction 

The AMMCLIB (Automotive Math and Motor Control Library) Set for NXP S32K14x 
devices consists of several sub-libraries, functionally connected as depicted in Figure 3. 

AMMCLIB components structure. 
 
The Automotive Math and Motor Control Library Set for NXP S32K14x devices sublibraries 
are as follows: 

◼ Mathematical Function Library (MLIB) - comprising basic mathematical 
operations such as addition, multiplication, etc. 

◼ General Function Library (GFLIB) - comprising basic trigonometric and general 
math functions such as sine, cosine, tan, hysteresis, limit, etc. 

◼ General Digital Filters Library (GDFLIB) - comprising digital IIR and FIR filters 
designed to be used in a motor control application 

◼ General Motor Control Library (GMCLIB) - comprising standard algorithms 
used for motor control such as Clarke/Park transformations, Space Vector 
Modulation, etc. 

◼ Advanced Motor Control Function Library (AMCLIB) - comprising advanced 
algorithms used for motor control purposes 
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Figure 3. AMMCLIB components structure 

 
The Automotive Math and Motor Control Library Set for NXP S32K14x devices was 

developed to support these following major implementations, the S32K142-ECC is using 

single precision floating point (FLT) configuration: 

◼ Fixed-point 32-bit fractional 

◼ Fixed-point 16-bit fractional 

◼ Single precision floating point 

More details about S32K14x AMMCLIB please refer to its user guide--S32K14XMCLUG 

Rev.11[4].  

3.2.1 using AMMCLIB as a SDK in S32DS IDE 

As introduced in S32K1xx SDK introduction,  AMMCLIB is a very important middleware of 
S32K1xx SDK, in order to integrate it in application project, user must add the library 
header files and search path as well as toolchain compiled library binary file and configure 
file into to project, while S32DS provides a convenient method to facilitate the operation, 
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the AMMCLIB can be added into the application project when creating a new application 
project and select it as a SDK: 

 
Figure 4. add AMMCLIB as a SDK for application project 

 
Another implantation method is adding the AMMCLIB “.h” files and “.a” files in directory, 
and then add the path and lib in IDE configuration. The project is more independent by 
using the second method. The S32K142-ECC RDB firmware is using the second  method 
and implemented the AMMCLIB in “02_mclib” directory. So no need to add it in the new 
project SDK configuration. 

3.3 Project files tree and function briefing 

The software project files tree is as below: 
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Figure 5. project files tree 

 
SDK and Generated_Code folder are used to store S32K1xx SDK source code and 
Processor Expert generated SDK configuration files.   
The project hands-written code is in the Sources folder, which include 01_app, 02_mclib, 
03_com, 04_bsp sub folders. There are ECC application code and the main.c in 01_app 
folder, which implemented the e-compressor application code. For the 02_mclib folder, 
the MCAT generated motor parameters and user config header file are in mc_config sub-
folder; All the motor control functions are included in mc_functions sub-folder; The 
AMMCLIB files are included in mc_lib sub-folder; The structure are defined in 
mc_structure sub-folder.  
CAN communication and FreeMASTER functions are in 03_com folder, which achieved 
all the communication features.   
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The SBC UJA107xA low level driver, peripherals configuration functions and the board 
support files are in 04_bsp folder. 

4. Motor control implementation 

4.1 Fundamental principle of PMSM FOC 

High-performance motor control is characterized by smooth rotation over the entire speed 
range of the motor, full torque control at zero speed, and fast acceleration/deceleration. 
To achieve such control, Field Oriented Control is used for PM synchronous motors.  
The FOC concept is based on an efficient torque control requirement, which is essential 
for achieving a high control dynamic. Analogous to standard DC machines, AC machines 
develop maximal torque when the armature current vector is perpendicular to the flux 
linkage vector. Thus, if only the fundamental harmonic of stator magnetomotive force is 
considered, the torque Te developed by an AC machine, in vector notation, is given by the 
following equation: 

𝑇𝑒 =
3

2
⋅ 𝑝𝑝 ⋅ ψs

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  × is⃗⃗  

 
 

where pp is the number of motor pole-pairs, is is stator current vector and ψs represents 
vector of the stator flux. Constant 3/2 indicates a non-power invariant transformation form.  
In instances of DC machines, the requirement to have the rotor flux vector perpendicular 
to the stator current vector is satisfied by the mechanical commutator. Because there is 
no such mechanical commutator in AC Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines 
(PMSM), the functionality of the commutator has to be substituted electrically by enhanced 
current control. This reveal that stator current vector should be oriented in such a way that 
component necessary for magnetizing of the machine (flux component) shall be isolated 
from the torque producing component.  
This can be accomplished by decomposing the current vector into two components 
projected in the reference frame, often called the dq frame that rotates synchronously with 
the rotor. It has become a standard to position the dq reference frame such that the d-axis 
is aligned with the position of the rotor flux vector, so that the current in the d-axis will alter 
the amplitude of the rotor flux linkage vector. The reference frame position must be 
updated so that the d-axis should be always aligned with the rotor flux axis.  
Because the rotor flux axis is locked to the rotor position, when using PMSM machines, a 
mechanical position transducer or position observer can be utilized to measure the rotor 
position and the position of the rotor flux axis. When the reference frame phase is set such 
that the d-axis is aligned with the rotor flux axis, the current in the q-axis represents solely 
the torque producing current component.  
What further resulted from setting the reference frame speed to be synchronous with the 
rotor flux axis speed is that both d and q axis current components are DC values. This 
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implies utilization of simple current controllers to control the demanded torque and 
magnetizing flux of the machine, thus simplifying the control structure design.  
Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the vector control algorithm for the PM synchronous 
motor. To perform vector control, it is necessary to perform the following four steps: 

 
⚫ Measure the motor quantities (DC link voltage and currents, rotor position/speed).  
⚫ Transform measured currents into the two-phase orthogonal system (α, β) using a 

Clarke transformation. After that transform the currents in α, β coordinates into the 
d, q reference frame using a Park transformation.  

⚫ The stator current torque (isq) and flux (isd) producing components are separately 
controlled in d, q rotating frame.  

⚫ The output of the control is stator voltage space vector and it is transformed by an 
inverse Park transformation back from the d, q reference frame into the two-phase 
orthogonal system fixed with the stator. The output three-phase voltage is generated 
using a space vector modulation.  

Clarke/Park transformations discussed above are part of the Automotive Math and Motor 
Control Library set (see section References).  

To be able to decompose currents into torque and flux producing components (isd, isq), 
position of the motor-magnetizing flux has to be known. This requires knowledge of 
accurate rotor position as being strictly fixed with magnetic flux. This application note 
deals with the sensor less FOC control where the position and velocity is obtained by 
either a position/velocity estimator or incremental Encoder sensor. 

 

4.2 Sensorless control 

In motor control system, we must know the rotor position and speed, otherwise we don't 
know how much the current value or phase should output. Rotor position and speed are 
either estimated by back-EMF observer or obtained by Encoder sensor. Back-EMF 
observer as well as incremental Encoder sensor provide only relative position. To get 
absolute position, initial position must be known.so a sensor less control system include 
multiply technical, like alignment algorithm, initial position detection (IPD), Back-EMF 
observer. 
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alignment algorithm is the first stage of control system, the alignment algorithm applies 
DC voltage to d-axis resulting full DC voltage applied to phase A and negative half of the 
DC voltage applied to phase B, C for a certain period. This will cause the rotor to move to 
"align" position, where stator and rotor fluxes are aligned. The rotor position in which the 
rotor stabilizes after applying DC voltage is set as zero position. Motor is ready to produce 
full startup torque once the rotor is properly aligned. 
In the second stage, the field-oriented control is in open-loop mode (Application in Sensor 
less mode must start with open loop), in order to move the motor up to a speed value 
where the observer provides sufficiently accurate speed and position estimations. As soon 
as the observer provides appropriate estimates, the rotor speed and position calculation 
is based on the estimation of a BEMF in the stationary reference frame using a Luenberger 
type of observer. 
When the PMSM reaches a minimum operating speed, a minimum measurable level of 
BEMF is generated by the rotor’s permanent magnets. The BEMF observer then 
transitions into the closed-loop mode. The feedback loops are then controlled by the 
estimated angle and estimated speed signals from the BEMF observer. 
BEMF observer is as a part of the NXP’s Automotive Math and Motor Control library. 

4.3 Two-stage alignment and cross-over I-F start up 

Two-stage alignment is still necessary for the e-compressor robust start-up, combine with 
the popular IF start up, it can achieve the reliable and robust start up process which is the 
key technology of e-compressor application.  
The following will introduce the details of two-stage alignment and cross-over I-F start up. 

4.3.1 Two-stage alignment introduction 

Usually, the sensorless control only need 1-stage alignment, especially for some demo 
projects, but 1-stage alignment is not enough due to the rotor has the opportunity stopped 
at opposite position of the alignment angle which will cause motor start up failure. To avoid 
this situation, two-stage alignment is a good solution. 
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For two-stage alignment operation, firstly align at -30°and then align to 0°. In this case, 

even the rotor stopped at 180°, the rotor still can be driven to -30°.  

The alignment used current alignment which make the torque is well controlled compared 
to the voltage alignment. Meanwhile, the current alignment can be very easy to merge 
with the IF start up. 

4.3.2 Cross-over I-F start up introduction  

To improve alignment between current controllers and the reference frame, d-axis start-
up with cross-over transition to q-axis is proposed. The start-up algorithm works with the 
current limit as required by the application. This limit is then passed to a cross-over block, 
which commands the Id and Iq currents with respect to the actual speed and open-loop to 
sensorless transition. Two set points are used: the first one is used to initiate transition of 
the current vector from the d-axis to the q-axis and the second set point is used as a hard 
switch to the sensorless closed-loop mode, as shown in the Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15 Current Smooth Cross-over Transition Profile 

 
During the first phase (until the reference frame speed or frequency passes the first set 
point), the entire current limit Is is directed to the Idreq and the Iqreq is set to zero. Once 
the expected rotor speed (or the stator frequency ) passes the first set point, the current 
vector Is starts to move from d-axis towards q-axis by increasing the angle between the 
virtual frame and the current vector. This way, the virtual reference frame speed is actually 
increased together with acceleration, thus more torque is put on the rotor and the torque 
angle is extended. Simulation result of this method is shown on Figure 16. The first set 
point speed is 4.5 rad/s, the second set point is 5 rad/s (the target speed). Currents in d 
and q axes are calculated as follows.  
referenced to the virtual stator frame, which is originally aligned with the d-axis. Following 

equations 1 – 3 describe the cross-over calculation. The weight is changed between the 

set point #1 (𝜔𝑠𝑒𝑡1 ) and set point #2 (𝜔𝑠𝑒𝑡2 ) linearly, while limited to fit the interval of<0;1>. 
The required currents 𝐼𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑞  and 𝐼𝑞𝑟𝑒𝑞are calculated to keep the 𝐼𝑠 vector size constant. 

 

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =
𝜔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡−𝜔𝑠𝑒𝑡1

𝜔𝑠𝑒𝑡2−𝜔𝑠𝑒𝑡1
                               (1) 
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𝐼𝑑 = |𝐼𝑠|√1 − 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡                               (2) 

𝐼𝑞 = |𝐼𝑠|√𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡                                     (3) 

 
 

 
Figure 16. Current Smooth Cross-over Transition Simulation 

4.4 MTPA (Maximum Torque Per Ampere)  

4.4.1 Principle of MTPA 

PMSM has two types, SPMSM and IPMSM. Permanent-magnet is on the surface for 
SPMSM and permanent-magnet is inside the rotor and generates magnetic saliency for 
IPMSM. This saliency produces a reluctance torque from the difference between the d-
axis inductance and the q-axis inductance.  
The maximum efficiency of the IPMSM can be achieved by setting the ratio between Id 
and Iq in the total current Is. The torque of PMSM can be expressed as following.   
 

𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 =
3

2

𝑃

2
[𝜓𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑞 + (𝐿𝑑 − 𝐿𝑞)𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑞] 

 
From the above equation, for SPMSM, Ld = Lq and there is no reluctance torque; but for 
IPMSM, due to usually Ld < Lq, the reluctance torque should be positive if Id is negative.  
 
How to get the Id and Iq ratio from Is? There are several methods to achieve this. One of 
the methods is calculate the Id and Iq from Is by the following equation. 
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𝑖𝑑 = −
𝑘𝐸

2 ∗ (𝐿𝑑 − 𝐿𝑞)
− √(

𝑘𝐸

2 ∗ (𝐿𝑑 − 𝐿𝑞)
)

2

+ 𝑖𝑠
2 

𝑖𝑞 = √𝑖𝑠
2 − 𝑖𝑑

2 

 

Another method is using the angle βto get the Id and Iq from the following equation. 

𝑖𝑑 = 𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛β 

𝑖𝑞 = 𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠β 

βcan be obtained by the calculation or test bench.  

The S32K142-ECC RDB is using the first method. To accelerate the calculation, it used 
the LUT to store the pre-calculation result in table. Firmware will get the Id from the Is by 
using LUT, and then calculate the Iq from Is and Id.     
The MTPA characteristics is shown as following. If enabled MTPA, the reluctance torque 
will be used and the total torque of the motor is increased.  

 
 

4.4.2 How to enable MTPA function 

In our demo project, this function is disabled in default. User can enable it by uncomment 
the macro define MTPA_METHOD_ENABLE in “user_config.h” file.   
Please note, if user is using a new motor, it need change the table of IDTAB in “mc_mtpa.c” 
file. The IDTAB can be calculated by using “Ke, Ld, Lq and Is” in the above equation.  
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The IDTAB is based on the “Is” which come out from speed loop. If the “Is” is not exactly 
in int format, it can use piecewise linear interpolation method to get the “Id” value, and 
then calculate the “Iq”. 

4.5 Torque compensation in low speed 

Unlike home appliance application, the e-compressor of automotive is based on the vortex 
technology, usually it don’t need the torque compensation, but it’s still depends on the 
mechanic structure, especially in low speed range.  So the chapter will introduce torque 
compensation in low speed, include its principle, implementation and usage. 

4.5.1 Torque compensation principle 

For automotive e-compressor application, the compress process still has the “compress” 
and the “release” phase. The torque requirement will different in these two phases, for 
example, in phase “compress”, the torque should be higher than phase “release”. Speed 
loop will not solve this issue due to the delay of PI regulator.  
The solution is adding a feedforward torque to compensate the compress process. It’s a 
challenge task to track the compress process, but still has some methods can achieve this 
feature.  
In S32K142-ECC RDB, the mechanic angle is tracked by monitoring the feedback speed 
and checking different with the target speed. If the real speed continue lower than target 
speed, it should in “compress” phase and should add some torque for compensation, if 
the real speed high than target speed, it should in “release” phase and should sub some 
torque for compensation.  
The diagram of torque compensation is shown as following. 

 
The “mechanical cycle track” module will find the mechanic angle of the rotor. And then 
calculated the Iq_c from the “torque compensation curve (LUT)” . Please note the 
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compensation table is coming from e-compressor manufactory, otherwise, a sinusoidal 
waveform also can work, but not recommended. 

4.5.2 Torque compensation implementation 

In RDB firmware, there are two functions for this feature. TorqueComInit and 
TorqueComUpate. Torque compensation in low speed feature initialization is achieve by 
call TorqueComInit  function in the state machine state_init; call the TorqueComUpate 
function in FocSlowLoop will update the compensation value according to the mechanic 
angle of the rotor. 

 
But still need to know, the angle phase shift and amplitude should be calibrated in 
testbench to obtain the best performance. If the compressor is the same type, the 
calibrated values are still can be used. 
From the above figure, the compensation value is from the torque compensation curve 
table and the period is the same with the mechanic angle. 
To enable the torque compensation in low speed feature, user should uncomment the 
MACRO “TORQUE_COMPENSATION” . 

4.6 Stall detection implementation 

 In PMSM sensor-less application, motor will stall when the load become very large or 
rotor is stuck by something or the load change dramatically. Usually it will trigger 
overcurrent protection, but sometime the motor phase current is not very big when 
motor is in stall condition. Meanwhile, sensor-less algorithm may still work, it can 
generate speed and angel regularly. This "fake running" should be detected to avoid the 
harm to system. So, the stall detection method should adopt to achieve the task. 
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 4.6.1 Stall detection principle 

There are several methods can do stall detection, NXP are using BEMF consistency 
checking method to detect the stall case. 
Usually, the BEMF of PMSM are linear with motor speed. Actually, BEMF of observer 
output should be consistent with motor KE multiply motor speed and plus the offset. 
That is the equation as following: 

𝐸𝑞 = 𝐾𝑒 ∗ ɷ + 𝐾𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡  

𝐸𝑞 -- BEMF output of observer; 
𝐾𝑒 -- BEMF coefficence of the motor; 
ɷ  -- Motor speed; 
𝐾𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡  -- BEMF offset; 

So principle of the method is check the consistency of two BEMFs. If observer output Eq 
is not linear with motor speed, that means observer is not work correctly and indicate 
the motor is in stall. 
The following diagram can show the principle also. 

 
 

4.6.2 Stall Implementation 

1) The method is based on module design, so it's easy to implement in your own 
project. 

• Firstly copy the stallDetection.c and .h file in your project; 
• Secondly, define the variable of structure, for example, stallDetection_T 

stallDetectionPsrams; 
• Thirdly, initial the stall detection function, 

stallDetectionInit(&stallDetectionPsrams); 
• Last, add the stall detection function in StateRun function. 

if(stallDetection(&stallDetectionPsrams)==TRUE) 
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{ 
   permFaults.motor.B.StallError = 1; 
 } 
  

2) Stall detection parameters 
The parameters should configure correctly to make sure the stall detection 
function can work correctly. 
There are some macros to configure the function, list all the macros as following, 
#define STALLDETECTION_BLANKCNT        20000                                               
#define STALLDETECTION_CHKCNT          30 
#define STALLDETECTION_CHKERRCNT       STALLDETECTION_CHKCNT-5 
#define STALLDETECTION_COEFFL           0.75F 
#define STALLDETECTION_COEFFH          2.0F-STALLDETECTION_COEFFL 
#define STALLDETECTION_COEFFKE         0.01672F 
#define STALLDETECTION_COEFFKEOFT      -0.3 
#define BEMFOBSFILTER_LAMBDA          1.0F 
#define ROTELFILTER_LAMBDA             1.0F 
  
"STALLDETECTION_BLANKCNT " is used to set a blank time slot, in this slot, system 
will not do BEMF checking. The method is based on BEMF checking, so it's not 
applicable in startup stage.  
  
"STALLDETECTION_CHKCNT " and "STALLDETECTION_CHKERRCNT " mean the 
check time and the error time. The allowable error check time is the check time 
minus 5. in the default setting, check 30 time, if the error time bigger than 25, it 
will trigger the stall fault. Off course, the user can change the checking time and 
the error checking time according to your application. 
  
"STALLDETECTION_COEFFL" and "STALLDETECTION_COEFFH" mean the threshold 
of allowable different range between observer Eq and calculated BEMF. In default 
setting, if the calculated BEMF is in range of 0.75*Eq and 1.25*Eq, it indicates the 
motor is not in stall status, but if the calculated BEMF is out of the range, 
meanwhile, the error checking time bigger than the setting, it will trigger the stall 
fault. 
  
"STALLDETECTION_COEFFKE" and "STALLDETECTION_COEFFKEOFT " means the 
slope and the offset for the calculation equation. These parameters are very 
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important and need manually offline calculation. Different type of motors may 
have different parameters. 
For example, if get Eq = 3.2 @1000rpm and 6.7@2000rpm. Then there are 2 
equations 1000*a+b = 3.2 and 2000*a+b=6.7.  After the calculation, a = 0.035 and 
b = -0.3.   
For speed, it uses rad/s, not rpm, so the Eq = (ɷ ∗ 60/(2*PI*PP)) * 0.0035 - 0.3. 
PP is pole pairs and equal to 2.  
Make it simple and get the result Eq = ɷ ∗ 0.1672 − 0.3. 
  
"BEMFOBSFILTER_LAMBDA" means BEMF observer output MA filter coefficient. 
The range is from 0 to 1.0F. Bigger, filter less. So 1.0F mean no filter influence. 
  
"ROTELFILTER_LAMBDA" means speed ɷ MA filter.  Bigger, filter less. So 1.0F 
mean no filter influence. 

4.6.3 Stall detection summary 

The BEMF consistency checking method is based on NXP patent US20170126153A1. The 
developer can check the original patent for more information. 
 

4.7 Phase loss online detection 

For 3-phase BLDC/PMSM, there is a risk for the wires are not connected well, especially 
for one phase loss situation. The flux is still can produce the rotary force and the motor 
may still running. But the working condition is not normal and will generate more heat and 
make motor running in low efficiency status. If the system can’t diagnose this situation and 
work for a long time, the motor may out of work. 

 

4.7.1 Phase loss online detection principle 
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The principle of phase loss online detection is based on the current sampling and 
reasonable checking.  If one current sampling result is below one certain small value and 
will mark it as abnormal count. If the abnormal counts bigger than setting threshold 
counts value in a certain total test counts, it will trigger the phase loss fault.  
The three phases checking are using the same method. If any phase check failure, it will 
trigger the phase loss fault.  
The method of phase loss online detection is very easy to be understand, but still need 
pay attention to the threshold value setting, otherwise it will trigger the fault unwanted.  

4.7.2 Phase loss implementation 

In RDB firmware, there are two functions for this feature. OpenPhaseProtectInit and 
OpenPhaseProtectUpdate. Phase loss online detection feature initialization is achieve 
by call OpenPhaseProtectInit  function in the state machine state_init; call the 
OpenPhaseProtectUpdate function in FaultDetection will update the phase loss fault 
checking status. 
The feature is turned off in default, it can be enabled by set the  
MACRO “#define DIAGNOSE_PHASELOST          ENABLE_DIAG”.  
 
 

5. SDK Peripherals and BSP Configuration Introduction 

SDK peripherals and BSP configuration will be introduced in this chapter. Firstly, the 
diagram of the S32K142-ECC RDB is shown as below. 
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In the BSP portion, there are some APIs for UJA1075A configuration, external watchdog 
configuration and even the LED control.  
  

5.1 SDK Peripherals Introduction 

From the above system diagram, the peripherals in consist of FTM for PWM generation, 
ADC and PDB for phase current and bus voltage sampling, SPI for UJA1075A 
configuration, CAN for communication or FreeMASTER and other necessary peripherals, 
like clock management, trgmux, interrupt, power management, pin_mux and so on. 

5.1.1 FTM configuration in SDK 

S32K142 has 2 motor control PWM flextimer, FTM0 and FTM3. FTM0 is used in this RDB. 

 
FTM0 PWM operation mode is configured as “Output Center Aligned PWM”. Its clock 
source is “System clock” and prescaler is “1” which means the highest clock 80MHz.  
The sync point is selected “Next loading point” combine with selected “Max loading point” 
which mean the sync point will be the next max loading point. 
The e-compressor usually is running at lower switch frequency due to the power 
dissipation consideration. In S32K142-ECC RDB, the switch frequency is 16kHz, so the 
FTM0 period value is set to “5000”. The deadtime is set to “50” for 2.5us according to the 
spec of the IPM.  
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For the PWM fault channel configuration, the RDB used FTM0 channel 2 for fault 
protection, usually its polarity set to active low. That means, the FTM0 will shut down all 
the output if the fault signal on FTM0 channel 2 become low. Please check the below 
figure for the configuration. 

 
For the dual shunt current sampling topology, the FTM0 is work at independent mode, not 
combined mode. it only need set one channel for the dual complemented channels. Taking 
channel 0 for example, the channel polarity is active high according to IPMS’s requirement. 
In channel 0 configuration, the channel 1 output and dead time can be enabled, meanwhile 
it can set channel 1 whether is the same as channel 0 or invert of channel 0. Check the 
following figure for more information. 
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5.1.2 ADC configuration in SDK 

The S32K142-ECC RDB is using 2 ADC (ADC0 and ADC1) modules for dual shunt current 
sampling. ADC0 is responsible for DC bus voltage, DC bus current and Phase C current 
sampling. ADC1 is responsible for  temperature and Phase A current sampling. Check 
more information in the following. 

 
From the above configuration, the ADC is configured for 12bit resolution mode and select 
“Hardware trigger” for ADC trigger control. Meanwhile, PDB trigger and PDB pretrigger 
are selected and “DMA Enable” is not selected.  
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For the channel configurations, there are 3 channels are configured for ADC0. Channel0 
for DC bus voltage sampling, channel 1 for DC bus current sampling and channel 9 for 
phase C current sampling.  
ADC support “compare” and “average” features, but not used in the RDB configuration, 
both for ADC0 and ADC1. 

 
For ADC1 configuration, there are 2 channels, channel0 for temperature sampling and 
channel 1 for phase A current sampling. There is a interrupt for ADC1 channel 1. It will 
trigger a interrupt after ADC1 channel 1 conversion finished. The interrupt is also the 
beginning of FOC routine.  
 

5.1.3 PDB configuration in SDK 

PDB0 and PDB1 can be only used to trigger ADC0 and ADC1 separately. PDB0 triggers 
ADC0 and PDB1 triggers ADC1. There are several pre-triggers for each PDB trigger. 
Meanwhile, PDB is triggered by the FTM0 initial trigger which make the PDB is sync with 
FTM0. 
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For the above PDB0 and PDB1 configuration. It just needs configure the pre-tiggers for 
each PDB. The number of pre-triggers should be the same as ADC channels.  
 

5.1.4 TRGMUX configuration in SDK 

TRGMUX is signals matrix connector. For the S32K142-ECC RDB, it consist of two 
connections, one is linking Ftm0InitTrig to Pdb0TrgIn, another is linking Ftm0InitTrig to 
Pdb1TrgIn, just shown as following. 

 
 

5.1.5 CLK configuration in SDK 

Clock is the first configured module because other modules can’t work if without probably 
configured. The RDB is using external OSC 16MHz crystal as PLL source due to the 
system needs CAN communication which need the precise clock source. 
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Peripheral clocks should be enabled if these peripherals are used in system. In last, the 
user can double check the clock values summary to find whether is correct or not. 

5.1.6 Power management configuration in SDK 

There are 3 power modes for S32K1, “RUN, HSRUN and VLPS”. Select “RUN” power 
mode for the RDB, that means its core frequency is 80MHz.  Please check the following 
for more information. 
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5.1.7 SPI configuration in SDK 

The RDB used SPI to configure the SBC UJA107xA which S32K142 is the SPI master. 
UJA107xA has the features for power supply, CAN PHY and LIN PHY. The SPI should be 
configured as UJA107xA spec required. 

 
Check more information as above figure. 
 

5.1.8 CAN configuration in SDK 

For automotive e-compressor application, it usually use CAN for communication. The RDB 
used “can_pal1” for CAN module configuration which is much easy than using the “flexcan” 
low level module. 

 
 
CAN module has two function in RDB, one is for the real automotive e-compressor 
application to exchange the information; another is for the FreeMASTER communication. 
User can chose one from the “user_config.h”, just as following shown. 
#define FRMASTER_CONTROL            1 
#define CAN_CONTROL                 2 
#define CONTROL_COMMAND             FRMASTER_CONTROL 
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5.1.9 UART configuration in SDK 

UART port is for FreeMASTER communication if user have not the CAN-USB tools which 
in the list of available tools. 

 
 

5.2 BSP Introduction 

The BSP of S32K142-ECC RDB is consist of UJA107xA configuration, external watchdog 
handler and all the peripherals initialization. 
UJA107xA configuration include the initialization and update. UJA1075_Init() is for 
initialization and UJA1075_Updat() is for period update.  
External watchdog has the similar operation, WDIHigh() to make it in normal work 
condition and WDIToggle() is for regular feeding dog to avoid reset.  
All the peripherals are initialized in the beginning of main, which make the peripherals 
work normally. 
 

6. Using the demo project 

6.1 Motor parameters measurement 

If you don’t have the specified motor type and want to use your own motor to replace, 
most time, it can’t work normally due to the parameters are difference. So you need 
change the configuration before running your own motor. And before this, you must 
already know these parameters. Commonly, you can get these parameters from datasheet 
or you can measure it by yourself. 
To measure motor parameters, you need prepare some common equipment besides 
motor, like Multimeter, oscilloscope, RLC meter, Power Supply. 
About how to measure motor parameters, we already wrote a document, please take a 
reference. You can get the document from the link. 
In the upper’s linked document. You need prepare a project or other method that can keep 
target motor running stably. Sometime, this have many limitations. So this chapter will give 
you another simple method to measure some basic parameters. 

https://www.nxp.com/docs/en/application-note/AN4680.pdf
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6.1.1 Measure Ld and Lq 

Equipment needed: RLC meter 
Steps: 
1. Disconnect power supply. 
2. Connect any two phases port with RLC port, and set an appropriate frequency 

(commonly 1KHz). 
3. Slowly rotate the motor by hand and record the inductance output. The maximum value 

divided by 2 is Lq and the minimum value divided by 2 is Ld. 

6.1.2 Measure pole pairs 

Equipment needed: oscilloscope 
Steps: 
1. Disconnect power supply. 
2. Connect any two phases port with oscilloscope probes. 
3. First make a mark on the motor, then turn the motor by hand one cycle, observe and 

record the number of waveforms displayed on the oscilloscope, that is, the polar 
logarithm. 

 

6.2 FreeMASTER configuration 

After finishing the measurement of motor’s parameter, you need using FreeMASTER 
regenerate the configure profile with the new parameter. 
Go into FreeMASTER_control folder which under project’s root path. Double click 
S32K142_ECC_RDB_FW_RTM01.pmp file, it will open FreeMASTER as following. 
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Switch to “Parameters” sheet as following picture and replace the parameters using your 
new values. 

 

 
Then, going to “Output File” sheet, click the “Generate Configuration File” button. 
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6.3 Build and Debug in S32DS 

From menu File→ Import…, open the Import window: 
Select General→Existing Projects into Workspace→Next: 

 
 
Select “Select root directory” and copy the target project directory in “Select root 
directory” or open “Browse” button to find the target project directory.  The project name 
will displayed in the projects whiteboard; and then select “next” button, the demo 
project will be imported to current S32DS IDE workspace. 
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In the project explorer, select the project and right click→select “Clean…” to clean it at 
first and then select “Build Project” to build the project: 

 
After successfully build it, the Console will output the compile result with size print and 
map and Srecord file generated under “Debug” folder: 

 
The first time to launch the debug, user needs to select the debug configuration: select 
the project in project explorer, right click to select “Debug As”→“Debug 
Configurations…” 
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In the debug configuration window, you can choose any of the following debug targets to 
launch the debug: 
 
Using PEMicro debugger, such as U-Multilink/FX or Cyclone: 
GDB PEMicro Interface Debugging 
S32K142_ECC_RDB_FW_V01 Debug 

 

Using Segger debugger, such as J-LINK or J-LINK Pro/Trace: 
GDB SEGGER J-Link Debugging 
S32K142_ECC_RDB_FW_V01 Jlink Debug 

 
Take the PEMicro U-Multilink FX debugger with debug target 
“S32K142_ECC_RDB_FW_V01 Debug” for example, select the debugger target and then 
click Debug: 
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It will download the compile result(*.elf) and debug information, enter the debug and stop 
at the beginning of main() function: 
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6.4 Build and Debug in IAR 

The demo project also supports to be compiled and debugged with IAR for ARM 8.50.9 or 
newer version. 
Firstly go to the “IAR Project” directory of the project, and then double click the 
“S32K142_ECC_RDB_V01.eww”. It will open the project in IAR IDE environment, just as 
following shown. 

 
 
If this is the firstly build, it’s better to operate “Rebuild All” as below.  
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The project should be built successful. Next step is debugging the project. 
The IAR support many debug tools, PE Micro and Jlink are still the most popular 
debuggers. It can be selected in the options ->debugger and then select the debugger 
you are used. Take the J-link/J-Trace for example. 

 
 
Select “J-link/J-Trace” for the setup driver and then click the “J-link/J-Trace” in the left 
category and it will find the following configuration GUI. Set the interface to SWD. 
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Click the download and debug button. 

 
And then, the debug environment will be found as following. 
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7. Performance  

This chapter will give out the performance of S32K142-ECC RDB SW from the following 
two aspects: 
 
1) Used MCU resource 
2) CPU loading for motor control FOC algorithm 

7.1 used MCU resource 

The SW compile result is as below: 

 
 

Based on the size print output, the software uses the S32K142 memory as below table: 

Memory Type Total size  used Free for user APP code 

P-Flash 256KB 43.2KB (16.9%) 212.8KB (83.1%) 

FlexNVM(D-Flash) 64KB Not use (0%) 64KB (100%) 

FlexRAM (EEE/SRAM) 4KB Not use (0%) 4KB (100%) 

SRAM 28KB 9.66KB (34.5%) 18.34KB (65.5%) 

 
The peripherals used by the RDB for motor control are summarized as below table: 

Peripherals total used Free to use 

 
 
timer 

FlexTimer 4x (32) 4x (6) 4x (26 reuse) 

PIT 1x (4 channel) Not use 1x (4 channel) 

LPTMR 1x Not use 1x 

PDB 2x 2x 2x (reuse, can add more 
triggers) 

RTC 1x Not use 1x 

Systick Timer 1x 1x (for osif) 0 

ADC 2x (32) 2x (5) 2x (27, reuse) 

FlexCAN (CAN) 2x 1x 1x 
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LPUART(LIN) 2x 1x 
(FreeMASTER) 

1x 

LPSPI 2x 1x 1x 

LPI2C 1x Not use 1x 

FlexIO 1x Not use 1x 

GPIO 40 27 13 

DMA 1x(16 
channel) 

Not use 1x (16 channel) 

 

7.2 Motor control key algorithm run time statistics  

 
For S32DS IDE for ARM V2.2 with the O2 optimization setting, the key algorithm run time 
result is list as following. 
 

Test Items Test Contents Result 

1 ADC1_IRQHandler with SlowLoop (default config) 54.0us 

2 ADC1_IRQHandler without SlowLoop (default config) 43.2us 

3 FaultDetection without stall detection and phase loss checking 4.1us 

4 FaultDetection with stall detection and phase loss checking 7.0us 

5 CPU loading (54.0 / 125.0) 43.2% 

 
For IAR IDE with the high optimization and “Balanced” setting, the key algorithm run time 
result is list as following. 
 

Test Items Test Contents Result 

1 ADC1_IRQHandler with SlowLoop (default config) 63.2us 

2 ADC1_IRQHandler without SlowLoop (default config) 46.6us 

3 FaultDetection without stall detection and phase loss checking 3.2us 

4 FaultDetection with stall detection and phase loss checking 8.0us 

5 CPU loading (63.2 / 125.0) 50.6% 

 

8. Summary 

The S32K142-ECC RDB SW package provides an out-of-box runtime software based on 
NXP S32K1xx SDK RTM 3.0.0 and AMMCLIB, it offers rich e-compressor functions, like 
robust enhanced ATO, MTPA and torque ripple compensation; meanwhile, it integrated 
completed diagnose methods, include stall detection, online phase loss and etc. for robust 
control.  
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With the overview and implementation details introduction of the SW package in this SW 
user manual, using the demo project, user can easily boot-up the RDB and start his/her 
own e-compressor control application with very several modifications. 
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